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Identifying key disconnects between  the logic of p romoting 
entrepreneurship (in all forms) and social well-bei ng which suggests 
three main (initial) objectives

1.  Confronting the existing literature on entrepre neurship which 
reveals an important divide between optimists and s ceptics

A main question:  How might ‘knowledge-intensive’ 

Principal Aims

entrepreneurship help to bridge this divide? 

2.  Building a theory of social consequence from fi rst principles of 
what constitutes entrepreneurship

A main question: Is our conceptualisation of knowle dge-intensive 
entrepreneurship robust for identifying social cons equences?



3. Beginning with a baseline, examining trends, effe cts of measures in 
place and possible development of measures (includi ng defining a 
‘knowledge-intensive’ approach to targeting measure s)

A main question: In terms of social consequences, w ould 
improved targeting increase the net benefits from e fforts to 
promote entrepreneurship?

Principal Aims



Confronting Existing Literature

There is a major divide in the entrepreneurship lit erature between
‘optimists’ and ‘sceptics’

Optimists (e.g. Audretsch, Thurik, Carlsson)

• Entrepreneurship demonstrably linked to growth in e mployment and 
growth

• Untapped potential exists for further development o f entrepreneurial 
activity

• Tangible barriers to effective entrepreneurship exi st, can be identified 
and reduced or eliminated

Within the STI community (including many in AEGIS)

• `Selectivity with regard to ‘knowledge-intense’ ent repreneurship 
represents a special class of opportunity for furth er development



Confronting Existing Literature

Sceptics (e.g. Storey, Shane, Henrekkson) 

• Broad definition of entrepreneurship does not provi de evidence for 
contribution to employment or growth

• Effects of policies promoting business formation ar e often 
ephemeralephemeral

• To record effect, one must focus on the top end of the performance 
distribution – ‘gazelles’

• Gazelles are only identifiable ex post

• Even more disturbing, gazelles are no more likely in  ‘technology 
intense’ industries than in other industries



Confronting Existing Literature

Several possibilities may exist for bridging this d ivide

1. While policy relevant, large scale aggregation ma y confuse the 
issues (particular problem of self-employment motiv es in 
entrepreneurship)

2. Aggregation erases structural features (systemic, p roximity, fine -2. Aggregation erases structural features (systemic, p roximity, fine -
structure of sector)

3. Aggregation is based upon the underlying assumpti on of 
methodological individualism

Each of these issues is relevant for the pursuit of  questions about 
social consequence



Building on Minimalist Definition of Entrepreneursh ip

Entrepreneurship (generally) defined in terms of

-- Independence of agency

-- Mobilisation of resources

-- Organisational or technological innovativeness

To these minimum features we are adding knowledge-i ntensity

However, it is not obvious that this alone is suffi cient

To see why, we need to consider social consequences  of the minimal 
features



Building on Minimalist Definition of Entrepreneursh ip

-- Independence of agency

Difficulties of excluding self-employment from 
small initial size or initial specialisation

Hazards of self-employment and social 
consequences of (necessary) failure

-- Mobilisation of resources

Is KIE immune?

-- Mobilisation of resources

The problems of risk bearing and its implication 
for social cohesion 

The issue of ‘over-subscription’

-- Organisational or technological innovativeness

Positive:  Effects of imitation and adaptation

Negative: Disruption (is ‘progress’ inevitable?)

Is KIE adequately
discriminatory?

KIE and ‘the left behind’



Baseline and Trend: Activity and Policy

AEGIS is going to produce some very useful informat ion relevant to 
assessing baseline and trend of activity as well as  potential

Possibilities:

1. Size of unexploited opportunity is large – policies  need to be 
amplifiedamplified

Social consequences of amplification – opportunity c osts, 
distributional effects, de-valorisation

2. Since unexploited opportunity is large – policies need to be 
targeted

Ability to target ex ante, unintended effects of ta rgetting

3. Principal issue is barriers
Collateral effects of removing barriers, the specia l case of 
‘scaling up’ in a European context



Baseline and Trend: Activity and Policy

Integrating social consequence, pursuit of social w ell-being
and exploitation of opportunity

Amplification is a consequence of inability or unwi llingness to
target

Targeting creates incentive effects to resemble the  targetTargeting creates incentive effects to resemble the  target

Perhaps the principal challenges are in collateral policies

Enabling

Simplifying

Empowering



A Comment on Social Enterprise and Social Consequen ce

Entrepreneurship often linked to ‘wealth-creation’ but I have not used 
this in the foundation definition

Social consequences may be more direct with social 
entrepreneurship but this leaves some questions

Where is surplus generated?Where is surplus generated?

What role, if any, does a science and engineering f ocus play in social 
entrpreneurship?

Are there complementarities between social entrepre neurship and 
private entrepreneurship such as non-pecuniary exte rnalities?

Value of comparative study of social and private en trepeneurship



Further Issues to be Integrated

• Deeper consideration of infrastructure issues – urba nity,  
education

• Where is ICT in all of this – as enabler of independ ent agency, 
role in ‘scaling up’ issuesrole in ‘scaling up’ issues

• What about avocation and the growing under-utilised  resource 
of older people (another distributional issue)


